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We give a description of the group H(R, Zip”L) of cyclic p”-extensions with normal basis 
over a connected ring R, assuming that the prime p is a unit in R. This generalizes the 
well-known isomorphism R” /R *‘“g H(R, Zlp”L) of Kummer theory for R a field containing 
the p”th roots of unity. We also study L,-extensions. 
Introduction 
Since 1960 there has been the notion of a Galois extension of a commutative 
ring R generalizing the notion of a Galois field extension. It is known that the 
isomorphism classes of Galois extensions with finite abelian group G form a group 
H'(R, G). Since there is an isomorphism H'(R, G X G')zH'(R, G) X 
H'(R, G') for finite abelian groups G, G’, it suffices to study the group H'(R, c,) 
where r, is a cyclic group of prime power order p”. The classes of extensions 
“T.ing a normal basis form a subgroup H(R, r,) of H'(R, T,). One has . c 
H(R, r,) = H'(R, ql) if R is a field, or more general, if R is a semilocal ring. 
In this paper we exhibit a generalization of the following well-known result of 
Kummer theory. Let R = K be a field of characteristic different from p. If K 
contains a primitive p”th root of unity, then there is a group isomorphism 
where K* is the group of units in K. In general, there is no surjective group 
homomorphism K"+ H'(K, r,). (For example, if K = Z/22, then H'(K, r,) has 
p elements, whereas K* = 1.) 
In this paper we assume that the base ring R is connected (i.e. R has no 
idempotents other than 0 and l), and p is an odd prime being a unit in R. One of 
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our main purposes is to prove that there is a surjective group homomorphism 
where G, is the character group of r, and R[G,]* denotes the group of units in 
the group ring R[G,]. A further purpose of this paper is to study infinite 
sequences R=R,CR,C...CR,C..., where R, is a Galois extension with 
group 4, and with normal basis over R for all n. 
In Section 1 we define a subgroup C,(R) of R[ G,]*. We show that each Galois 
extension with group r, and with normal basis over R is uniquely (up to 
isomorphism) determined by some Q E C,(R). 
In Section 2 we construct for each Q E C,(R) a Galois extension R,. The 
construction of R, is the hardest part of this paper. 
In Section 3 we prove that the correspondence Q * R, induces a surjective 
group homomorphism 
+:C,,(R)++H(R, r,), 
and we compute its kernel C:(R). We then investigate some properties of the 
Galois extension R,. For example, we give a necessary and sufficient condition 
for R, to be connected. We also determine the Galois extension of R with group 
r +, , contained in R,. Finally, we construct a group homomorphism 
g: R[G,]*+ C,(R) such that 4og: R[G,]*-+ H(R, T,) is surjective. 
In Section 4 we establish a group homomorphism f : C,,(K)+ K* for a field K 
containing a primitive p”th root of unity. We show that f induces a commutative 
diagram 
In Section 5 we study infinite towers R = R, C R, C . * - C R, = UnrO R, where 
R, is a Galois extension with group r, and with normal basis over R for all n. If 
R, is connected, then R, is called a Z,-extension. We give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the existence of a Z,-extension of R. 
Throughout this paper p will be an odd prime. If A is a commutative ring, then 
A* denotes its group of units. 
List of symbols 
- groups: r, = (7, ) is a cyclic group of order p”, and G, = (u,,) is the character 
group of r,. 
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- integers: t, =tisdefinedbyt=t~“-’ 
is defined by (p + l)pnm’ - 1 = s,p”. 
mod p” where t,) generates (ZipZ)*, and s,, 
- algebra homomorphisms: uj : R[ G,]-+ R[G,] is defined by u,(u,,) = uI, for j E Z. 
- multiplicative maps: R[ G,]* -+ R[G,]*. For x E R[G,]* let 
Properties of 1, and y ’ used in Section I 
Lemma 0.1. I,( q(x)) = x’“~“. 
Lemma 0.3. (c) Zf xp” = 1 and q(x) = 1, then v,( y ‘(x)) = y’(x)’ for all r > 0 such 
that p k r. 
0. Definitions and lemmas 
Let R be a commutative ring and 
G, = {a; 1 i = 0, 1, . . , p” - l} 
a cyclic group of order p” where n Z- 1 and p # 2 is a prime. Let 
p”-1 
R[G,I = 2, Ra: 
denote the commutative group ring of G, with coefficients in R. We define for 
j E Z an R-algebra homomorphism 
7: R[G,]+ R[G,] via ~,(a,) = al . 
The definition of V, implies that vi 0 7 = v~, for all i, j and that v, = 9 mod P,, for all j. 
We identify the underlying set of the ring Z /p”Z with the set (0, 1, . . , p” - l}. 
Kummer theory without roots of unity depends on the structure of the group 
(Z/p”iZ)* of units in Zlp”Z. It is well known that 
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where 
N,={(p+l)‘modp”]i=O,...,p”-‘-1) 
is a subgroup of order pnP1, and H2 is a cyclic subgroup of order p - 1. We choose 
an integer t, E { 1, . . , p - 1) such that t, generates the group (Z/pZ)*, and we 
definet=t,E{l,...,p”-1) by 
t = t;fl-’ mod p” . 
We then have 
tP-’ = 1 mod p” , t=t,modp, 
H2 = { ti mod p” ( i = 0, . . . , p - 2) , 
tn-tn_lmodp”-’ ifn>l. 
(1) 
We shall frequently use the following fact. Letting 
Z={(k,i, j)EZXZXZ)OSk<n, OSi<p”-k-‘, OSj<p-2}, 
the map 
I+ (1,. . . , p” - l} , (k, i, i) ++ (( p + l)‘t’pk) mod p” (2) 
is bijective. 
The definition of H, implies that there is a unique integer S, such that 
(p + l)pn-r - 1 = s,p* and s, #O mod p (3) 
Let R[ G,]* denote the group of units in R[ G,]. We define with regard to HI a 
multiplicative map 
1, : R[G,]*+ R[G,]* , x- n ~~~+,),(x’~+~)~“~~-‘~‘) . 
i=O 
Note that I,(x) = x for all x E R[G,]* and that 1, commutes with all v,. 
Lemmas 0.1 and 0.3 below are fundamental for the whole paper. 
Lemma 0.1 
ln( &) = xsnp” for all x E R[G,]* . 
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Proof. Since 
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p”-lLl 
In(xp+I) = f_lu v(p+l).(x(~+l)p’~ ‘-I) 
and 
p”-l-, 
&,+,(x>> = II ~(p+l)‘i’(x(‘)+l)P’II-r) 
i=o 
Lemma 0.1 follows from (3). q 
Lemma 0.2. Let Q, WE R[G,]* such that 
Q" WP” _ 
v,(Q) ~p+,W . 
Then for all k = 1,2, , . . the equation 
holds with 
k-l 
Ck = p” vpm(w)‘~pk- 
Proof. By induction on k. For k = 1 the result follows from the assumption on Q 
and W and from Lemma 0.1. 
For arbitrary k > 1 we have 
Since by assumption and by Lemma 0.1, 
it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
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We now define with regard to Hz a multiplicative map 
y-2 
r’ = ?A: R[G,]*+ R[G,]’ , (4) 
where the index tpi of v is the inverse of t’ in the group (Zlp”z)* (but the 
exponent ti of x is not reduced mod p”). 
Lemma 0.3. (a) For any x E R[ G,]*, the equation 
v,(x) 
Y’ -yT ( ) = K(X)P” 
holds with K(X) = v~(X)(‘-~~-~“~“. (This definition of K(X) makes sense since p” 
divides 1 - tY-’ by (l).) 
(b) If.8 =1 forxER[G,]*, then v,,(y’(x))= y’(x)“foraZZjE{O,. . . , p-2}. 
(4 If x ‘” = 1 and v,+,(x) = xp+’ for x E R[G,]*, then v,(y’(x)) = r’(x)‘for all 
r E (ZlpnZ)*. 
Proof. (a) By definition of y ’ we have 
y’(v,(x)) = ;G; v,l-,(x’) = yj vt_,(X~(‘+‘)mod(p-‘)) . 
Therefore 
Y’ ( ) y = p; vl_,(xt(J+‘) m-‘)-t’+‘) = vt*_p(X1--fP-‘) 
= K(X)P” 
since vt = v,:z-,, by (1). 
(b) One checks 
p-2 p-2-j 
v,,(r’(x)) = lGl V,,F(X”> = n vr-m(Xf’+m) 
m=-, 
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= ii v~:-‘“(Xf~+m) p$;j v~:m(X”+m) 
mz -j 
= yf 
p-2-1 
Vyp-lhZ(X 
m=p-l-J 
“-+‘) g v,-“‘(X”+‘“) 
p-2 
= E” v[-“‘(x”+“z) (by (1) and since x”” = 1) 
= y!(x)” . 
(c) If r E (Zlp”Z)*, then r = ((p + 1)‘~‘) mod p” for some i E (0, . , p”-’ - 
l} andsomejE(0,. . . ,p -2). Thus v,(y’(x))= z+,,+,,,(y’(x)“)= y’(x)‘because 
of (b) and the assumption. 0 
Note, that for x E R[G,]* and for k E (0, . . , n - l} 
~,44 E R[G,,-,I c NG,I 
where G,, _k is generated by a,_, := a,pk. Lemma 0.4 below will give the relation 
between y,k(I,(x)) = I,(vJx)) and I,,_,(v~~(x)) in R[G,_,]. 
From (3) we get for k = 0, 1, . . , , n - 1 
s 
pk-I 
-lipk=s S n-k n-k n-kP = ,,Z” (p + l),f+’ (5) 
Thus (3) implies that s,/s,_~ E k!. 
Lemma 0.4. vp(l,(x)) = r,,~,(y,,(~))~~‘,,‘~,~~ for all x E R[G,]* and k E (0,. . , 
II - l}. 
Proof. Since 
pl’-1 pk-1 
Z(, (p + l)mP”-k-’ = z. (p + l)Pn-‘-@+uP”-k- =: s ) 
equation (5) implies 
l,,_k(~p*(x))~x~~‘~~-~ = 1,_,(v&))” 
p”-k-lL, 
= : ( ~(p+,)‘(~p*(x))(~+~)~n~*I-~~~~s 
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where the last equation holds since (p + 1)“~‘~’ = 1 mod p”-“. Observing that 
there is a bijection 
{(i,m)EZxZ~Osi<p”~k~‘,O~~<pk}~{O,l,...,p”-’-l}, 
(i, m) ++ i + mpn-k-’ ) 
Lemma 0.4 follows. 0 
1. F,-Galois extensions with normal basis 
Let R be a commutative ring and 
r, = (7; (i = 0, 1, . . , p” - l} 
by a cyclic group of order p” where n 2 1 and p # 2 is a prime. 
Definition 1.1 (Chase et al. [l, p. 61). Let A be a commutative R-algebra which is 
faithful when considered as an R-module. Then A is called a r,-Galois extension 
of R if r, acts as an automorphism group on A such that 
(i) Am = R where A’; = {xEA~T(x)=xVTE~,}, and 
(ii) There exist x0, . . . , x,, y,,, . . . , y, in A for some m, with CT=,, x,y, = 1 
and cz, x,~L(y,) =0 for j = 1, . . . , p” - 1. 
Example 1.2. (1) If A is a field, then condition (i) implies (ii) [l, p. 61. Thus 
Definition 1.1 coincides with the usual one for fields. 
(2) Let e,, . . . , epn_, be free generators of an R-module 
E,(R) = ‘@,’ Re, . 
If we define a multiplication on E,(R) by setting ef = e, and eie, = 0 for i # j and a 
r,-action by setting T,(e,) = e,+i, then E,(R) is a r,-Galois extension of R. (Take 
xi = e, = yi for i = 0, . . . , p” - 1.) 
We call E,(R) the trivial &-Galois extension of R since it is the unit element in 
the group H’(R, r,) consisting of the isomorphism classes of r,-Galois extensions 
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of R. Two r,-Galois extensions are isomorphic if they are isomorphic as R- 
algebras and as r,-modules. The product in H ‘( R, r,) is defined by A * B = 
(A aR B)ker(pL) where /J : r, x r, + r, is the multiplication map 19, Section 11. 
Note that H’(R, T,) is isomorphic to the first Ctale cohomology group 
Hi,(Spec R, c) [3, SGA 4, VII. 21. 
We consider in this paper the subgroup 
ff(R C> c ff’(R, r,) , 
consisting of those isomorphism classes of r,-Galois extensions having a normal 
basis over R. Although we shall not use this, we remark that H(R, r,) is 
isomorphic to the second cohomology group of Harrison cohomology [9, Section 
21. Note that there is an exact sequence of groups 
ff(R, C) + H'(R, r,)+ Pic(R[T,]) 
[2, Theorem 21. If R is a field, or more general, if R is a semilocal ring, then 
Pic(R[T,]) = {l}, h ence H(R, $,) = H’(R, T,). 
Let A be a r,-Galois extension of R, and let U,_, be the subgroup of r, of 
order pnmk where k~{O,l,. . . ,n}. If 
r, = r,lu,_, , 
then the main theorem of Galois theory [l, Theorem 2.31 implies that there is a 
tower 
R=R,,CR,C.~~CR,=A (6) 
of r,-Galois extensions R, = AUflmk for k = 0, . . , n. Assigning to each quotient 
group r, the character group 
we get a tower 
(1) = G,, c G, c . . . C G, 
of subgroups G, of G, of order pk, k = 0, . . . , n. We write 
G, = {CT; ( i = 0, 1, . . . , p” - I} . 
Note that A[G,] is a r,-Galois extension of R[G,] where r, acts on the 
coefficients. 
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Lemma 1.3. Let A be a r,-Galois extension of R and let X,,, . . . , X,,n_1 be in A. 
Writing 
p’l-1 
in A[G,], the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) X0, . . . , Xpn_, is an R-basis of A and X, = 7:(X0) for all i = 0, . . . , 
p”-1; 
(ii) X is a unit in A[ G,] and T,,(X) = a,,X. 
Proof. Since 
f-1 p”-1 
a,x= c xiuy+l = 2 xi+,u;i 
i=O i=O 
(where XP,, = X0), the condition T,(X,) = X,,, for all i is equivalent to Q-,(X) = 
cr,X. That (i) implies that X is a unit follows from [6, p. 18651. Now assume (ii) 
and let m be an ideal in R with m # R. Then A lm A is a r,-Galois extension over 
R/m. We are going to show that 2, : = X, mod mA, i = 0, . . . , p” - 1, are linear 
independent over Rim. Let cr:,’ six, = 0 with (Y; E R/m. Then 
p”-I 
= c “ix(i+j) mod pIz 
i=o 
for all j = 0, 1, . . . , ~“-1, hence a%=0 where (Y = cf,“,’ aiuL and x= 
cyza’ %,a,’ in AImA[G,]. S’ mce x is a unit, it follows that (Y = 0 and thus CY, = 0 
for all i. We have proved that X0, . . . , X,,m_l are R-linear independent (m = (0)), 
and that {x0,. . . , %pn_,} is a basis of AimA over R/III in case m is a maximal 
ideal in R. If { A, 1 i = 0, . . . , p” - l} is the canonical R-basis of RP”, then the 
R-module homomorphism RP”+ A defined by Ai I--+X, is surjective, since it is 
surjective reduced modulo m for all maximal ideals m in R. It follows that 
X,), . . . > Xp”-, g enerate A as an R-module. 0 
Lemma 1.3 leads to the following: 
Definition 1.4. Let X = cp:,’ Xiv,’ be in A[ G,]. Then X is called a normal basis 
of A over R if XE A[G,]* and if T,(X) = c~X. 
Recall that there are A-algebra homomorphisms 5 : A[ G,] + A[ G,] defined by 
~(r~,> = U: for j EZ and that v~~-~(x) E A[G,] C A[G,] for x E A[G,] and 
k=l,...,n. 
Lemma 1.5. Let R = R, C R, C . . . C R, = A be the tower (6) of r,-Galois exten- 
sions R, of R. If A has a normal basis X = X’“’ over R, then 
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VP,,-k(X) =: X@) 
is a normal basis of R, over R for all k = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof. In A[G,] we have 7,(X’“‘) = v,~-~(T,(X)) = vP,-k(a,X) = ~T,P”-~X(~). 
Since 7R”(X’“‘) = XCk) and R, = AUnek, it follows that XCk) and (XCk))-’ are in 
Rk[Gkl. ’ 
Definition 1.6. Given a commutative ring A, we call CY E A[G,] normalized if CY 
satisfies the equations 
v(,((Y) = 1 and CYV_,(CZ) = 1. 
Note that the normalized elements of A[G,] form a subgroup of A[G,]* which 
we denote by 
4GnInm . 
If P E A[G,I*, then (Y = ~~~,(P-‘)EA[G,]..,,, thus if we write (Y = 
c,f,“,’ a;~,’ with ai E A, then CC’ = cpI,y ajo:. Because of Definition 1.4 the 
following proposition is easily proved: 
Proposition 1.7. (Kersten and Michalicek [6, Satz 11). Zf A is a c,-Galois extension 
of R with normal basis Z, then 
x= (Zv_,(Zp’))‘p”+‘)~2 
is in AEIn,,rm and is a normal basis of A over R. 0 
Let X = c,‘I,’ X;LT,’ E AIG,I],,,, be a normal basis of A over R. Then 
m_p”- 1 and xi = X, = yi satisfy condition (ii) in Definition 1.1. 
We have X”” E R[G,] since 7,(XP”) = (a,X)“” = X’jn. If n = 1 andp E R*, then 
Xp E R]G, I,,,,, determines the c-Galois extension A uniquely up to isomor- 
phism [7, Kapitel 11. In Theorem 1.9 below we present a generalization of this 
result for n 2 1. 
We now define two multiplicative maps 9, w : A[G,,]* + A[G,]* by 
P+l 
q(x) = L-- 
x” 
~,.I(4 
and w(x)= - 
vp (x> 
for x E A[G,]* 
It is easily checked that q and w commute with all 
q(w(x)) = w( q(x)) for all x E A[G,]* . 
If x E A[G,]*, then q(x) = xp. 
v,, j E Z, and that 
(7) 
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Equation (7) inspires us to define a subgroup C,(R) of R[ G ] n “OrIn by setting 
C,(R) = {Q E W%J,,,, 13W E W,I..,, such that q(W = w(Q)) . 
The assignment R H C,(R) obviousIy yields a functor from the category of 
commutative rings to the category of abelian groups. Note that a, E C,(R) since 
q(o,) = 1 = w(a,). 
Proposition 1.8. Let A be a r,-Galois extension of R with normal basis XE 
A[GJ”“,,? then q(X) E C,(R). 
Proof. We have q(X) and w(X) in RIG,] since they remain fixed under T,,. Since 
X is normalized and q(X) and w(X) commute with vI for all j E Z, q(X) and w(X) 
are normalized. The proposition now follows from (7). 0 
Theorem 1.9. Let R be connected and p E R*. Let A be a r,-Galois extension of R 
with normal basis X E A [ G,] nOTm and B be a r,-Galois extension with normal basis 
YE B~G,Inorm~ If q(X) = q(Y) in R[ G,], then A and B are isomorphic as 
R-algebras and as r,-modules. 
Proof. If we set X= cp:,’ (Xi@ 1)~;’ and Y = EyI,‘(l@ Y,)a,’ in 
(ABR B)[G,], then Z:= XY-’ is a normal basis of A. B-’ over R. We have to 
show that A. B-’ . 1s the trivial r,-Galois extension of R. Since by assumption 
q(Z) = 1 it suffices to prove the following: 
Proposition 1.10. Let R be connected and p E R*. Zf E is a r,-Galois extension of 
R and Z E E[G],,,, a normal basis of E over R satisfying q(Z) = 1, then E is 
trivial over R. 
Proof. Suppose E is not trivial over R. By [l, p. 761 there is a subgroup J of r’ and 
an idempotent E # 0 in E with the following properties: EF is a connected 
J-Galois extension of RE z R, and EE is mapped onto E under the canonical 
homomorphism H’(R, .I+ H’(R, r,). Since E is not trivial over R it follows that 
J # {l}, hence by [l, Lemma 4.11, EF is a projective R-module of rank (J : 1) > 1. 
Letting 
for k = 0,. . . , n , 
it is easily checked that nkni = rk if k 5 j. Thus defining 
fk=rk-rr_, fork-l ,..., n, 
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we get a set of orthogonal idempotents 7r0, f,, . , f, in R[G,] satisfying 
5r0 + c;=, fk = ?rn = 1. 
We set V= y’(Z) where y’ is defined in Section 0, (4). We shall show below 
that there is i(k) E Z such that VF satisfies in (EB)[ G,] the equation 
EfkVS = fk flrz ‘(‘) fork=l,...,n (8) 
where s = nL=, s, and s, is defined by the relation (p + l)pmm’ - 1 = s,pm as in 
(3). 
Since V” is normalized, by assumption we have vo(Vs) = 1 forcing V”TT~ = T,,. 
This implies cVS = &n-c1 + ci_, &fkVs. From (8) it therefore follows that 
FVF = &7ro + $, fka;k) . 
Thus writing V” = c ,“1’,’ WLa,’ with W;EEE, we get W,EERE~R for all i= 
0 > . . . 9 p” - 1. 
Since s#O mod p there is j E (1, . . . , p” - l} such that js( p - 1) = 1 mod p”. 
Using ~‘(a,) = ai-’ we get 
T;(v) = Tgyyz))” = y’(T;(z)y = y’(u;zy 
= y’(af)y’(Z)” = u,V” . 
Since TI, generates the group E, it follows from Lemma 1.3 that { Wi& 1 i = 
0 > ’ . . , p” - l} generates EE. as an R-module. But Wiwie E RF for all i forcing 
rank, Es = 1 which is a contradiction. Hence E is trivial over R. 
It remains to prove equation (8). Since EE is connected there is a connected 
separable closure ( E.c)SeP of EE, [4]. Let 5 be a primitive p”th root of unity in 
( EE)=~, and define for j E Z the EE-algebra homomorphism 
xj : (EE)[ G,] -+ (EE)“‘~ via ~,(a,) = <’ 
If a = cy:a’ l’, then alp” is an idempotent # 1, hence a = 0. Therefore, given 
any x = CpT,’ x,c,’ in (E.c)[ G,], then equation c 7:;’ xi(x)li’ = pnxi holds for all 
i. Showing the equation 
xj(Ev”fk> =xj(fk"?k'> (9) 
for j = 0, . . . , p” - 1 and for k = 1, . . , n will thus prove (8). 
We first compute xj(rk) for k = 1, . . , n. If j = rnpnmk for some m 2 0, then 
xj(rk) = 1. Otherwise, we have j = mp’ with 0 5 Y < II - k and p k m. It follows 
that in this case 
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p”mk-, p”-k-l 
pnpkq(7rk) = ,Fo yp’+k = ,so p’+k = 0 ) 
since 5” 
rtk . 
is a primitive pnPkmr th root of unity. Hence we get 
Showing the equation 
/yj(&VS) = Xj(a;k)) (10) 
for k E (1, . . . , n} and j = mpnmk with p ,/‘m will thus prove (9). 
Now let j = mpnPk withpIfmandkE{l,...,n}. Wefirstwanttoshowthe 
equation 
*j(Ev”)pk = & . (11) 
The assumption q(Z) = 1 implies 
1 = Y’(dZ)) = dY’(Z)) = q(V) 
Since I,( q(V)) = VSnP” by Lemma 0.1, it follows that VSnpn = 1 and hence (11) 
holds for k = rz. From Lemma 0.3(c) we know that 
v,(VS”) = (VS”)’ for all Y E (Z/p”Z)* . (12) 
Since x, 0 v,. = xi, and j(p + l)“-l = j mod p” it follows from (12) with 
r = (p + l)+’ that xj(cVSn) = x~~(.FV’~) = ,y,(v,(~V”~)) = x,(&VSn)‘. Thus 
*j(“v’.)s@K = F, since r - 1 = skpk by definition of sk. 
This proves (11) for k = 1,. . . , II - 1. 
Since EE( l) is connected with unit E the equation xPk - E = 0 has at most pk 
solutions in EE( l) [4, Lemma 2.11. Observing that Jpflek is a primitive pkth root 
of unity and that p ,/’ m, we get from (11) and (12) that there is i(k) E Z such that 
X;(E~.y) = Smi(k)p”-k .
This proves (lo), since x,(c:~)) = l’i(k) = lmp”-ki(k), and we are done. 00 
Corollary 1.11. Let A be a r,-Gafois extension of R with normal basis XE 
A[G,I,,rm~ Then A is trivial over R if and only if there is (Y E R[G,],,,, satisfying 
q(a) = q(X)* 
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Proof. The trivial r,-Galois extension E,(R) is spanned over R by orthogonal 
idempotents e, = rL(e,), i = 0, 1, . . . , p” - 1, and e = cl!,“,’ eia,’ is a normalized 
normal basis of E,(R) satisfying q(e) = 1. 
Assume A = E,(R). If we write X= cpICT’ X,a,’ with X, E A, then X,, = 
~~~,~1~ieiwith~,ERandhenceX,=~~~~1olje,+jforallj=O,1,...,p”-1. 
Letting cy = CC!:,’ cq~i in R[G,J, we check (Ye = X. Since e-l and X are 
normalized it follows that CK = eC’X is normalized and that q((r) = q(X)q(e)-’ = 
q(X). 
Now assume that there is (Y E R[G,],,,, satisfying q(a) = q(X). Then 
s(ff -‘X) = 1 = q(e). Since r,(C’X) = cC’r,(X) = ~,,a-‘X it follows that cy-‘X 
is a normalized normal basis of A over R satisfying q(a -‘X) = q(e). Hence 
A s E,(R) by Theorem 1.9. 0 
2. Construction of a r,-Galois extension R, for Q E C,(R) 
We recall that G,={(~ili=O,...,p”-l}=Hom(T,,C*), where r, is a 
cyclic group of order p”. As defined in Section 1 we have 
where 
C,(R) = IQ E W,1,,,, 1 JW E W,l..,, with q(W = w(Q)) 
P+l 
q(x) = x 
XP 
‘6+ L(X) 
and w(x) = - 
vp h> 
for all x E R[G,]* . 
Note that for n = 1 we have C,(R) = R[G,],,,, (since q(Q) = w(Q) = Qp for 
Q E RtG,I,,,,)~ 
Let s = ((p - l)s,) ’ in (Z/p”Z)* and let y(x) = r,,(x) = v,(~‘(x)““) for x E 
R[G,]*, where s, and y’(x) are defined by (3) and (4) in Section 0. The map 
y : R[G,,]** R[G,]* is multiplicative, commutes with all vj and satisfies 
Y(o;,) = o;, . 
In this section we want to prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. Let R be connected and p E R*. Given any Q E C,,(R) there exists a 
r,-Galois extension R, over R such that R, has a normal basis X E Ro[ G,],,,, 
satisfying 
q(X) = r(Q) . 
Proof. Let [ be a primitive p”th root of unity in R”“‘. We define for j E Z the 
R-algebra homomorphism 
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x, : R[G,]+ R( [) C Rsep 
by setting Xj(a,) = [‘. 
We shall frequently use the fact that ,Y, 0 7 = Xi, for all i, j E Z. 
If R, is already constructed, then we know from Lemma 0.1 that 
I,( q(X)) = xsnpn with q(X) = y(Q) . 
Thus we let 
a = XA4(Y’(Q))) 
and consider the R-algebra 
A = R( [)[z]l(zp” - a) 
where z is an indeterminate over R(J). We shall prove the theorem in six steps. 
Step 1. We show that there is W’ E R[G,],,,, satisfying the equation q( W’) = 
w(Q) and 
fork=l,..., n, where s0 = 1 and Z,(l) = 1 when k = II. 
Step 2. We set in A 
z. = 1) z1 = z mod (zp” - a) 
and define p” - 2 elements z2, . . . , zpnpl depending on zr, x,(W’) and X,(Q). 
We then set 
for i = 0, 1, . . . , p” - 1. 
Step 3. We show that X = c :I,’ Xia,’ is normalized in A[ G,]. 
Step 4. We establish the equation q(X) = y(Q). 
Step 5. We prove that w(X) = y( W’). 
Step 6. Let R, be the R-subalgebra of A generated by X0, . . . , XPn_l. We show 
with help from Step 5 that X0, , . . , XPn_l generate R, as an R-module and that 
R, is a r,-Galois extension of R with normal basis X. 
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Remark 2.2. We point out that the proof of Theorem 2.1 is much easier if fz = 1. 
Step 1 and Step 5 are unnecessary since I, = id, s, = 2, and q(X) = Xp = w(X) so 
that we can take Q = W’ in this case. Steps 2 and 6 are vastly shorter since 
k=i=O in (2). 
Step 1 
Proposition 2.3. Let Q, W E R[ G,],,,, such that q(W) = w(Q). Then there exists 
W’ E ~~G,I,,,m satisfying q(W) = q( W’) and 
k-l 
I,(r’(Q)‘“-*)r,,(v_~~(r’(Q)“^))~~~ ~_~“‘(~‘(W’)~n)“n~*~“~‘~~ = 1 
(13) 
for all k = 1, . . . , n, where s,, = 1 and l,(l) = 1 when k = n. 
Proof. We need some auxiliary results. Let 
D,_,(W) = ~,_,(~p~(Q)S~'S~-~)f~_l_m(~~pm+,(Q)Sn'sn~m-l) 
x lJ_,,( w)s~p”-l-m 
for in =O, 1,. . . , n - 1. (Recall that s,_, (s, by (3) and (5).) 
Assertion 1. If there is W’ E R[G,],,,, such that r’(D,_,(W’)) = 1 for all 
m=O,l,..., n - 1, then (13) holds with W’ for all k = 1, . . . , n. 
Proof. By assumption we have for k E { 1, . . . , n} 
k-l 
fi,, z,~,(“p’“(r’(Q))sn’sn-m) ,!*!, I,-,(~-,m(r’(Q)“n’“~-m)) 
k-l 
Using that Qv_,( Q) = 1 we obtain 
k-l 
x n v+t(y ‘( Wy)snpn-‘-m = 1 
m=O 
and hence (13). q 
Assertion 2. Let D, _m = D,,_,,, (W). Then q(D,_,) = v,(D,_,) = D,PPm = 1 joor 
allm=O,...,n-1. 
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Proof. Since I,_, commutes with q it follows from Lemma 0.1 and from the 
assumption q(W) = w(Q) that 
q(D,_,) = ~~~(Q)“fl”“~m~_,~+~(Q)“nP”~m~lr,~(~(Q))S.pn-r-m = 1 
since w(Q) = QpvPP( Q) and Q is normalized. If m E (0, 1, . . . , n - 2}, then we 
know from Lemma 0.4 that 
vp(Z,_,(vpm(Q))) = In_m~l(~pm+~(Q))psn~m’sn~m~l . (14) 
Since w(Q) = q(W) and Q is normalized (14) yields 
V,(D,_,) = z,_,~,(q(~,_+,(W))“~‘s~~m~l) V_pm+l(W)s”p”~Ln = 1 
by Lemma 0.1 and since W is normalized. 
If m = n - 1, then v,(D,_,) = 1, because V,(Q) = vO(W) = 1. By assumption 
we have Qp = ~p(Q>sW’>, thus 
D,“_,,, = Z,_,(~,-+,(Q)“~‘“~-m)E,_,(v,,(q(W))”n’”n-m) 
x Zn_l_m(~_pm+,(Q)psn’sn~m~l)v_pm(W)snpn-m 
Using Lemma 0.1 and the equation WV_,(W) = 1 we see that 
l,_,(vpm( q(W))s~‘S~~*)v~pm(W)s~p”-m = 1 . 
Thus (14) and the equation Qv_,(Q) = 1 imply that D,“_, = 1 for m = 
0 7...’ n-2. Since r+,(Q)=1 we also get that D:_,=l for m=n-1. •i 
Assertion 3. Let D,_, = D,_,(W). There are q,, q, . . . , a,_* in R[G,],,,, such 
that for each i=O, 1,. . . . , n - 1 we have q(o,) = 1, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ = 1 for i # m, 
0 5 m <n, and v~~(Y’(w,,,)~“~~-~~‘) = y’(D,_,) for m = 0, . ,n-1. 
Proof. It follows from Assertion 2 that x,(y ‘(D,_,)) is a pth root of unity in 
R(l). Hence there is an integer CL,,, such that 
xl(y’(D,_,)) = {-pmSnPn-’ . 
For i = 0, 1, . . , n - 1 let 
where 
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are defined as in the proof of Proposition 1.10. Using that f,_i and 1 -f,_i are 
orthogonal idempotents it is easily verified that wi is normalized and that 
q(w,) = 1. 
We are going to prove that v~~(w~)~“~“~’ = 1 for i # m. 
When m > i we have ~,,,,(f,~~) = 0 since a:” = 1, hence v,“(q) = 1. 
Let m < i. Since 
vpm(q)pn-m-’ = 1 - vpm(fn_i> + vpm(f,,-,>~y 
n-l 
we have to prove that v,~( fnmi) = vprn( f,~i)o-~p”~’ for m < i. By definition of f,_j 
it suffices to show that 
for m < i and p : = pi. But this is true because we have for m < i 
In order to prove that 
y,,,(y’(~,,,)~“‘~“-‘-~) = y’(D,_,) for m = 0, . . . ,FZ-1 
we use a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 1.10. Let m E 
(0, . . . 9 n - l}. It suffices to show that 
X,(v,m(rf(u,,))‘.pn~l-m ) = x,(y’(D,_,)) for r = 0,. . . , p” - 1. (15) 
If r = ip for some i, then we already know that 
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and by Assertion 2 we also have 
therefore (15) holds in 
Since by Assertion 2 
/*m imply that 
this case. 
D,P_m = q(D,_,) = 1, Lemma 0.3(c) and the definition of 
x,(~‘(Dn-,)I = xl(vr(~‘(D,-,)I) = xl(~‘(D,-,)I’= 5-“+--’ 
for all r~ (Zlp”Z)*. From (4) it follows that y’(w,) = 1 -f,_, +fn_m~~-l)‘m, 
We therefore get for all r E (Zlp”Z)* 
x,(~p,,(y’(w,))““p~-l-~) = 1+ X,(~~,(f,~,)(aj;P-‘)‘m~n~n~l - 1)) 
Thus (15) holds and the proof of Assertion 3 is complete. Cl 
We are now able to prove Proposition 2.3. Let W’ = (HI::: wi)W. We then have 
q(W’) = q(W) since q(wi) = 1 for all i by Assertion 3. The equation 
Vp’(WJpn-‘-r = 1 for i # m in Assertion 3 implies that 
V_,,( Wf)p”-‘+m = +(w,,)p”-‘~“V_,~( W)p”-l-m . 
We therefore get from the definition of D,_,( W’) and from the last statement in 
Assertion 3 that 
Y’(D,~,(W’)) = ~‘(D,_,(W))~_pm(~‘(~m))s.P”-‘-m 
= r’(D,z-,,)v-I(Y’(D,-m)) = 13 
since y ‘(DE_,) is normalized. Proposition 2.3 now follows from Assertion 1. 0 
Step 2 
Let z0 = 1 and z, = z mod (z’” - a). Since by definition 
z?” = a = x,(l,(r’(Q))) 3 
Lemma 0.2 gives rise to the following definition: 
(16) 
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k-l 
pk 
‘(k,O,O) := ‘1 x1 
n ZJ_,,( y( W’))pkm’m’” for k > 0 , 
m=O 
Z(0,O.O) :=zl. 
For each i > 0 and each k P 0 let 
( 
1-l 
Z(k.i,O) := z jkp,;,;yx, n ~_~p+~)~p~(r(Q))‘p+“‘-‘-” 1 m=O 
Lemma 0.3(a) leads us to the following definition: 
‘(k.i,j) ‘= ‘;:. i, 0)Xs n y,+,)~&(~n(Q)) 
m =(I 
41 
(17) 
(18) 
(19) 
fork, i, jEZ, k?O, i?O and j>O. 
We now consider the bijection (2) 
cp: I+ (1,. . . , p” - l} ) (k, i, j) - (p”( p + 1)‘t’) mod p” . 
Setting 
2 vP(k.l,l) : = ‘(k,i,j) 
for k,i, jEZ with Olk<n, Osi<pnPk-’ and Osjsp-2, we obtain p” 
elements z. = 1, z,, . . . , zpnml in A. Finally we define 
Xi = j pi’ Z,lim fori=O,l,. . ,p”-1, (20) 
m =o 
p”-I 
X= c X;(T,’ in A[G,] . 
r=O 
The following lemma is immediate: 
Lemma 2.4. x,(X) = z, for all r = 0,1, . . . , p” - 1. 0 
Lemmas 2.5-2.7 below show us that our definition of z, makes sense and we 
shall need these lemmas later. 
Lemma 2.5. For each i 2 0 we have 
and 
Z(k,i+p”-km!O) = z(k.i,O) if k E (0, 1, . . . , n - l} , 
z(k,i,O) = zO = 1 ifkln. 
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Proof. Let k E (0, 1, . . . , n - l} and i 2 0. We make the convention that the 
empty product nyy, . . . equals 1 for all Y 2 0. Recall that xI(r( Q)) = 
x.AY’(QP). 
Set 
@ := l,_k(rp&(Q))‘p+“‘)~ 
By (18) and by definition of I,_, (in Section 0) we have 
hence (18), (3), (17), (16) and (13) imply that 
z(k.l+P”mk%! _ (p+l)‘((p+l)Pn~k~l-l) 
'(k.r.0) 
- z(ko,o) x,(Q) = Zj;,J.y;“‘“pnmkX,(@) 
satisfy 
(for k = 0 the last equality follows since Qv_,( Q) = 1). 
Let k 2 n and i 2 0. W’ and Q being normalized 
v_,,,,(W’)=V_,~(Q)=~ forallmzn 
hence we get from (17), (16) and (13) for all Y 2 0 
/n--l 
Z(n+r,o,o) = Zl pn+‘xl(mrIo Y_pm(yl(Wl)pn+r-l-m)) 
n-1 
= x,(l,(y’(Q)) n ~_,~(y’(w’)‘~)~“~~~“)~’ 
m=O 
= 1 
and therefore 
'(k&O) = (k.O.0) zCP+*)‘.l=l forkrn. q 
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Proof. If i = k = 0, the lemma follows from (16). Let i = 0 and k > 0. By 
definition of y it follows from (17) that 
(2 (k,o,o))p’ = 4 
Hence, observing that W’v_,(W’) = 1, Lemma 0.2 yields 
(Z(k,,,“))pn = e  +kxs 1, u;!;$?) )) ( i 
We therefore get from (16) that 
(2 (k,o,oJp” = xsp4n(~'(Q)N . (21) 
Let k 2 0 and i > 0. By definition (18) we have 
P” _ (P+'YP" (Z(k,t,O)) -z(k.(LO) 
P" 
(P+,)mpk( y ‘( Q)sn)(p+l)L-'-m . 
If we apply (21) to the first factor and Lemma 0.1 to the second factor, we get 
(zC,.i,ojYn = x,,~UY’(Q))‘~+“‘) 
Since 
it follows that (z(k,L,O))p" = Xspk(p+l)'(ln(Y ‘(m . 0 
Lemma 2.7. z(, ,,,, +p_lj = zfk,r,,) for all i, j, k 2 0. 
Proof. For j > 0 we have 
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j+pp2 p-2 IfP-2 
g v,m(Q)“+“+” = g v&7)f’+P-2--m HI +(!2)r’+P~2~m 
p-2 j-l 
= n v,~(Q)“+“-‘-” n q,,(Q)“-‘-” , 
nr=O m=O 
since v,,+,-~ = v,, by (1). 
Hence (19) yields, for all i, j, k 2 0, 
= (z;;,;,,‘(xs o yP+l)w-*pk o K “1, or’)(Q>>” 
by (4). 
By definition of K (in Lemma 0.3(a)) we thus have 
by Lemma 2.3. 0 
Step 3 
Recall that by (20) 
1 
p”-1 
X, = 7 C z,cim for i = 0, 1, . . . , p” - 1 , 
Y m =o 
p”-1 
X= c Xi~ii inA[G,]. 
i=o 
Proposition 2.8. X is normalized in A[ G,]. 
Proof. By Definition 1.6 we have to show 
already know that it suffices to prove 
that z+(X) = 1 and Xx1(X) = 1. We 
x,(~,(X)) = 1 and xAX~-~W)) =1 
Since x, 0 zq = x, and since by Lemma 2.4 
x,(X) = z, for all r = 0,. . . , p”-’ 
for r = 0, . . . , p” - 1. 
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it follows that x,(z+(X)) = z0 = 1 and we have to show 
=,= or mod Pm = 1 for all Y = 1, . . . , p” - 1 . 
Let rE{l,. . . , p” - l}. By definition of z, (above (20)) we have z, = z(,,,,~) for 
some (k,i, j) E I. 
Since by (1) t(p-1)‘2 = -1 mod p” and since by Lemma 2.7 z(~,;,~) = 
z~~,;,~ mod P_l) for all m 2 0 it suffices to prove that 
=(,.,,,)z(,,i.,+(p~l)/2) = 1. 
If j > 0 we have 
jml+(pml)/2 j-1 
rI +(Q> 
t,~l+m+(p-l)/* 
v~m+~p-w( Q)f’-‘-m 
m=(p-1)/2 =!=I, 
1-l 
= fi(, v+( Q)“-lmm 
Consequently, we get from (19), since Qv_,( Q) = 1, 
=i 
~l+(p~1)/2 
l+t(Pm1)‘2 
tj 
Z(k,i,O) xx n 
WI=0 
~~~+,),~m~~(~(l~( Q)))‘~‘+“+‘“-“” 
1) 
By definition of K (in Lemma 0.3(a)) we have 
-l+(p-l)/2 
rI %(‘dQ>> 
,-l-m+(pl)iZ 
m=O 
-l+(p-l)/2 
= n ~l_lr+cp_,),z( Q)‘P(l~yP-l)‘p” 
&L=o 
Hence by Lemma 2.6 (observing that Qv_,( Q) = 1) we only have to prove that 
~l+(pp1)/2 
n vr-dQ> 
,P(1-&-‘)/2) 
= r’(Q). w=o 
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But this is readily checked: 
~I+(p~l)/2 p-2 
= YJRIO v,mm(Q>‘” IJ ~,mm(Q)‘~ 
m=(p-1)/2 
pl+(pm1)/2 -l-t(p-1)/2 
= ,,I-IO v,-m( Q)‘m n vf~~~+~p~,~i~~( Q)rf+(p-‘)‘2 
r=O 
-l+(pp1)/2 pl+(p-1)/2 
= E. qm(Q)fm Gj +(Q)-r’+(pm’)‘2 
and we are done. 0 
Step 4 
Proposition 2.9. We have q(X) = y(Q). 
Proof. We have q(X) = Xp” /v,+,(X). Thanks to Lemma 2.4 it suffices to prove 
that 
P+l 
Z, 
‘((p+l)r) mod p” 
=,y,(r(Q)) forr=l,...,p”-1. (22) 
By definition we have 
z, = z~~,~,,) for some (k,i,j) E I. 
Let j = 0. We then know from Lemma 2.5 and (3) that 
‘(r(p+l)) mod p” = z(k,i+l,O) 
hence (22) follows from (18). 
Let j > 0. It follows from (19) and Lemma 2.5 that for k,i 2 0 
Z(,4,i+p”mkm1,j) = ‘(k,i,j) (23) 
and consequently zCCp+l)r) mod pn = z~~,;+~,~). Using (19) and setting 
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we get from Lemma 0.1 
zP+l j-l 
I 
= 
‘(k,t+l,j) 
sx, n i 
~~,+l),r”‘pk(~(Q))‘np”“~‘-m . 
m=o 1 
Since by Lemma 0.3(a) K( Q)p” = y ‘(v,( Q) /Q’) it follows that 
zP+’ 
r 
'(k,,+l.,) 
= sx, 
Applying (18) to S and observing that Qv_,( Q) = 1, (22) follows from the last 
equation. 0 
Remark 2.10. Since by Lemma 2.7 z(,,) mod ,,” = z~,,,,;+~) it follows from (19) and 
from the equation Qc,( Q) = 1 that z:/z~,,) mod Pn = X,(V_,(K(Z,( Q)))), hence 
& = G(‘d~,<Q>>. 
I 
(24) 
Step 5 
Proposition 2.11. We have w(X) = y(W’) 
Proof. We have w(X) = XP/vP(X) and we may assume that II > 1 (see Remark 
2.2). Because of Lemma 2.4 it suffices to show 
ZP 
=(v) 
= X,(y(W’)) for I = 1, . . . , p” - 1 . (25) 
mod pl’ 
From our definition of z, we know that 
z, = .z~~,~,,) for some (k,i, j) E I 
with Osk<n, Osi<p”-kml and Osjsp-2. 
We first prove (25) for k = n - 1. In this case we have zlrPj mod P,, = z0 = 1 and 
i = 0. We therefore have to show that 
Z&j,) = x,~pb(w’>> 
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Let j = 0. We know from Lemma 2.5 and (17) that 
(26) 
hence (17) and the fact that W’;v_,(W’) = 1 imply 
zpn-I,“,O) = &-4Y(w’)) . 
Let j > 0. Since by Proposition 2.3 w(Q) = q(W’), we have Qp = q(W’)v,(Q), 
hence (19) and the fact that v,~( Q) = q,(Q) = 1 yield 
0 K 0 I,)( q(W’))“~‘~m ) 
thus by Lemma 0.1, 
( 
j-l 
&l,O,,) = 2 ~&l)xs m=O n v~-,.l(K(W~)‘“)“““-‘-m . 1 
Since by Lemma 0.3(a) K(W’)‘” = ~‘(v,(TV’)/VV”) it follows that 
hence applying (17) to ~~~~r,~,~) and observing that W’V_~( W’) = 1, we get 
'&-1,O.j) = (z:‘.)~~xiip..-l(y(wl))x,(~~~ v_,..(r(wr))q” . 
(26) now yields z&r ,, jI = x~,,~- ~(r(lV’)) and hence (25) for k = n - 1. 
We are going to prove (25) for k < n - 1. From (23) we know that 
Z(k+l,r+p”-k-2,,) = ‘(k+l,,,j) for all i 2 0 , 
thus z (rp) mod p” = ‘(k+ I ,i, j)’ Setting 
s : = ;:L 
‘(k+l,r,O) 
and using (19) and the fact that Q’lv,(Q) = Wfp+lIvp+l(W’) we get from Lemma 
0.1 
‘(k+l,i,j) 
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Since by Lemma 0.3(a) K(W’)~” = r’(~,(lV’) /W”) it follows that 
ZP ( ~rMWf)> = 
'(k+l,i,j) 
SXl > qp+l)~p*7w’)” . 
(25) follows from the last equation; we have to apply (18) to S, then using (17) 
and the equations QPlv,,(Q) = W’pfllvp+,(W’) and W’V_~(W’) = 1, we are 
done. 0 
Step 6 
By (20) we have X = cpf,’ Xj~ii . m A[G,]. Recall that A = R( ~)[z]l(zp” - a) 
for some a E R( <)* depending on Q. 
We define 
6(X) = (pgl xi(c;i@l))(pgl Xk crp9cr:,)) 
L=O k=O 
(27) 
in A[G,] BA A[G,]. 
We claim 
and we point out that (28) is the crucial point in Step 6, since it contains not only 
a descent from A( {) to R( 5) but also a descent from R(l) to R. We first show 
that (28) implies the following: 
Proposition 2.12. Let R, be the R-subalgebra of A generated by X,,, . . . , Xpm_l. 
Then X0, . . . , Xpn_l g enerate R, as an R-module and R, is a r,-Galois extension 
of R with normal basis X. 
Proof. The A-algebra homomorphism 6, : A[ G, ] -+ A[ G,] BA A[ G,], defined by 
S,(a,) = a,’ @ a,‘, satisfies $0 uj = (vi @J u,) 0 6, for all j E Z. Hence X being 
normalized by Proposition 2.8 satisfies S,(X)( v_r @ ~_r)(6,(X)) = 1. (27) there- 
fore yields 
p”-1 pm-1 
izO XiXj(flii @ vi’) = a(X) k.XO Xk(cik @ g,“> . 
By (28) we may write 
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with xl,j E R for all i, j, thus 
Comparing the coefficients of aii @ CT,’ we see that for all i, j 
with zi_k,j_k E R for all i,j,k. This proves that X0,. . . , X&r generate R, as an 
R-module. 
We are going to show that r, acts as an automorphism group on R,. There is a 
ring homomorphism r,, : A + A satisfying I, = lzr and T,(X) = x for all x E 
R(l). Since Q and W’ are in R[ G,] we get from (17)-(19) that I, = lmz,,, for 
m=O,. . . , p” - 1. (20) therefore implies 
7-,(Xi)=Xi+r fori=O,...,p”-2, 
7,(X,,_,) = x, . 
Knowing this and observing that X is a unit in R,[G,], we can use the same 
argument as in the proof of Lemma 1.3 to obtain that X0, . . . , XPnPl are R-linear 
independent in R,. Hence r, = {r: 1 i = 0, 1, . . . , p” - l} acts as an automor- 
phism group on R, and X is a normal basis of R, over R. Using again the 
equations vo(X) = 1 and Xv-r(X) = 1 it follows that R2 = R and that cpf,’ XT = 
1 and cp,“,’ Xi~A(X,) = 0 for j >O. Hence R, is a r,-Galois extension by 
Definition 1.1. 0 
It remains to prove (28). 
Lemma 2.13. ZfmE{l,. . . , p” - l}, then X”/v,(X) E R[G,]. 
Proof. Using bijection (2) we get m = (p + l)it’pk + pp” for some (k,i, j) E I and 
some p EZ. By Proposition 2.9 we have Xp+‘Ivp+r(X) E R[G,], hence by 
induction on i 
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x(P+lY+’ c @J+1) V(p+,)‘+‘(x) = qp+lyW) )p:lu(p+*)‘( &Y(; ) E R[GJ 
for all i 2 0. 
From (24) we know that X’/V,(X) E R[G,], hence by induction on i 
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X 
,I+1 
----ER[G,] forj20. 
++1(X) 
By Proposition 2.11 we have X”Iv,(X) E R[G,], hence by induction on k 
xPk+l 
Upki I(X) 
•ZR[G,~) forkr0. 
It follows that 
X(P+l)‘t’ 
r+,)‘JX) E R’GJ ’ 
consequently X”/v,(X) E R[ G,] . Cl 
Lemma 2.14. Let r E (0, 1, . . . , p” - l} and qr(X) = (Xlvr(X))vr_,(X). Then 
c(X) E RtG,I. 
Proof. We have cpl(X) = vO(X) = 1 and (pO(X) = Xv_ r(X) = 1, since X is normal- 
ized by Proposition 2.8. 
Let r~ (2,. . . , p” - l}. We have 
X’ 
cp,(X) = - 
1, -1(X> r E R[ G,] 
q(X) X’_’ 
by Lemma 2.13. 0 
Setting XCN) = v,,-AT(X) for 15 N 5 n, we have X’“’ = X and XCN) E A[G,], 
where G, is the subgroup of order pN in G,,. 
Since 6(XCN’) = (v,,-, CZJ v,~-N)(S(X)), it follows that S(XCN’) E 
A[G,] E3’A [G,J. By induction on N we shall show that 
6(XCN’) E R[G,] BR R[G,] for N = 1, . . . , n , 
which implies (28). 
For m E (0, 1, . . . , pN - l} we define an A-algebra homomorphism 
F, : A[G,vI @A A[G,I 4 A[GNI 
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by setting 
Since XCN) is normalized by Proposition 2.8, it follows from (27) that 
F,(6(X’N’)) = ~_m(X(N))V,~I(X(N))X(N) = ‘P,(XCN)) 
= ~,~-&% (X)) . 
Lemma 2.14 therefore yields that 
CA~(X’N’)) E RIG,1 
for m = 0, . . . , pN-1 andN=l,...,n. Writing 
*N-l 
in A[GNI @A A[GNI, we get from (27) that x$’ = ,Y:’ for all i, j. 
By definition of F,,, we have 
pN-1 
Fm(S(X’N’)) = c Z~mxN)(T,kP”-N 
with 
k=O 
#-1 pN- 1 
(m-N) =-c X(N) 
=k r,k+rm 
i-=0 
We already know that 
.z~‘~)ER form,k=O ,... pN-landN=l ,..., n. (29) 
Using the fact that (v. 8 vo) (6(XCN’)) = G(v,(X’~‘)) = 1 it follows by computation 
or by [5, p. lo-111 that 
for i, j = 0, . . . , pN-landN=2,...,n,and 
(30) 
p-1 
l+pxj,t)= C z!~!~~+z~~~” fori,j=O,...,p-1. 
m=O 
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If N = 1, then (29) and (30) imply that ,K!,‘,’ E R for all i,j, hence 6(X”‘) E 
RtG,I @RRtGJ 
Assume that 
6(XCk’) E R[ GJ @‘R R[ Gk] for k = 1, . . . , N - 1 . 
We then have 
6(X’k’) = G(vp,-k(X(n))) = G(v,,y~(~p”-ly(x(li)))) 
= 6( Vp,v-k(X(N))) = ( vpbN-k c3 VpN-k)(S(X(N))) 
f-1 
so that the last sum in (30) is in R. (29) and (30) therefore yield XI:’ E R for all 
i,j = 0,l . . 3 pN - 1, hence 6(XCN’) E R[ G,] @3.R [ GN]. This completes the 
proof of ‘Theorem 2.1. 0 
Our construction of R, yields the following: 
Corollary 2.15. Let f, = 1 - (1 /p) C PC;’ c~‘~“-’ be the idempotent in R[ G,] defined 
in Section 1, and let Q E C,(R). If f,Q = f,, then R, = E,,(R) where E,,(R) is the 
trivial r,-Galois extension of R. 
Proof. Let A, = R( [)[z] l(zp” - 1) and z, = z mod (z’” - 1). Since x,( f,) = 1 for 
all r E (Zlp”Z)*, the equation f,Q = f, implies that a = ,yy(l,(y’(Q))) = 1 in (16) 
whence R, C A,. By (20), Step 3 and Step 6, R, has a normal basis X= 
c;,“,’ Xi~;’ E RJG,],,,, with Xi = (1 /p”)c~fl~~: z, lim. For the same reasons as 
above we get from (18) and (19) with k = 0 that z, = zy for all m E (Z/p”Z)*. 
Since x,( f,,) = 0 if p ( r, Lemma 2.4 yields for r = 0, . . , p” - 1 
x,(fnx) = { ;;’ 
ifptr 
otherw;se . 
We now consider the r,-Galois extension R, determined by the unit element 1 
in C,(R). Let Q = W’ = 1 in (16)-(19). From (20), Step 3 and Step 6, we then 
obtain a normal basis e of R, over R such that e = cp:,’ e,a,’ in R1[G,],,,, with 
ei = (1 lp”)c PI,’ zySi”‘. Using that 2:” = 1 it is easily checked that 
ei for i= k, 
eiek = 
0 for if-k, 
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whenceR,=E,(R)CA,. Sinceforr=O,...,p”-1 
x,(f,e) = 
2’; ifp)ir, 
0 otherwise 
we get f,X=f,e in A,[G,], thus f,eE Re[G,]. Writing f,,e= cf:i’ qa,’ in 
KJGI we get ei=ei-(l/p)C~~~e,+,p”-l for i=O,...,p”-1, hence 
EiEitp”~l = -(l/p)(~~+~~~~ + e,). It follows that e, E R, for all i = 0, . . . , p” - 1, 
whence E,(R) C R,. Since each homomorphism of r,-Galois extensions over R is 
an isomorphism [l, Theorem 3.41, it follows that E,(R) = R,. Cl 
Remark 2.16. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that Q H R, induces a 
map 4 : C,(R)+ H(R, T,,) which is functorial in R. 
3. Main results 
Let R be connected and p E R*. Recall that r, = {ri 1 i = 0, . . . , p” - l} and 
G, = {a:, 1 i = 0, . . ,p” - l} = Hom(T,, C*). In the preceding sections we de- 
fined a subgroup C,(R) of R[ G,],,.,, with the following property: 
Given any Q E C,(R) there exists a r,-Galois extension R, over R with normal 
basis X E R, [ G,],,,, satisfying 
q(X) : = 
xp+l 
v,+,(X) = y(Q). 
For any commutative ring A the multiplicative map 
Ye = Y : A[G,]*+ A[G,I* , 
defined at the beginning of Section 2, satisfies y(x) E C,(A) for all x E C,,(A) and 
The r,-Galois extension R, has the following properties: 
Theorem 3.1. Let U,_, be the subgroup of r, of order pnmk for k = 0, . . , II and 
let 
be the tower (6) of r,-Galois extensions over R with R, = R,“-k and rk = r,iu,_, 
for k = 0, . , n. We then have 
(i) R, is connected if and only if R, is connected. In particular, if R is a field, 
then R, is a field if and only if R, is a field; 
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(ii) Fork=l,...,nset 
5.5 
Qck) = v+(y(Q)) . 
Then Qck) E C,(R) and R, z R o(k) as r,-Galois extensions of R. In particular, 
R4? = Rm as r,-Galois extensions of R. 
Proof. (i) If R, is connected for k E (1, . . n - l}, then R,,, is connected by 
[S, p. 2801. Hence R, = R, must be connected, if R, is connected. 
(ii) Since Q E C,(R) there is IV E R[G,],,,, such that q(W) = w(Q). Set 
WCk) = v~~-~(Y( IV)), then Q@), WCk) E R[Gk],,,, where G, = Hom(T,, C*) is the 
subgroup of G, of order pk. Since q( W’k’) = w( Qck’) we have Q (k) E C,(R). Let 
XE ~,KGInom be a normal basis of R, over R satisfying q(X) = y(Q). It 
follows from Lemma 1.5 that XCk) := v,~~~(X) E Rk[Gklnorm is a normal basis of 
R, over R for all k = 1,. . . , n. Letting rnlRk = rk and ak = v~~-~(c,,,) we get 
7k(?k(X(k))) = %&(X(k))’ 
Since 7,(X’“‘) is normalized it follows from Definition 1.4 that r,(X’“‘) is a 
normal basis of R, over R. We have q( yk(Xck))) = yk( Qck’). 
By Theorem 2.1 R,(k) has a normal basis YE RQck,[GklnOrm satisfying q(Y) = 
Yk( Qck’). 
Theorem 1.9 now yields an isomorphism R, z RQ(k) of r,-Galois extensions 
over R. El 
Remark 3.2. Since r, has prime order p, R, is connected if and only if R, is not 
the trivial r,-Galois extension over R. 
As defined in Section 1, let H(RI r,) be the group of isomorphism classes of 
r,-Galois extensions having a normal basis over R. 
Theorem 3.3. Let R be connected and p E R”. The correspondence Q H R, 
i.qduces a surjective group homomorphism 
with kernel CA(R) = {Q E C,(R)13a E R[G,],,,, with q(a)= y(Q)}. 
Proof. We are going to show that C$ is surjective. Let A be a r,-Galois extension 
of R having a normal basis. By Proposition 1.7 A has a normal basis YE 
4Gnlnorm. 
It follows that -y(Y) E A[G,],,,, and T,(Y(Y)) = r(a,Y) = CAKY, hence Y(Y) 
is a normal basis of A over R by Definition 1.4. Let Q = q(Y), then Q E C,(R) 
by Proposition 1.8 and we have q(y(Y)) = y(Q). 
By Theorem 2.1 R, has a normal basis X E R,[G,],,,, satisfying q(X) = 
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y(Q). Theorem 1.9 therefore yields an isomorphism R, z A of r,-Galois exten- 
sions, thus 4 is surjective. 
We are going to prove that 4 is a homomorphism. Let Q, Q’ E C,(R). Let 
X = cp,“,’ (Xi @ 1) mii E (Re @ R,,)[G,],,,, be a normal n basis of R, = 
RQ@, R over R satisfying q(X) = y(Q) and let Y= cf=,’ (l@ YI)~,I’E 
(Ro @~,JEInorm be a normal basis of R,, = R BR R,, over R satisfying 
q(Y) = r<Q’>. Th en XY is a normalized normal basis of R, . R,, satisfying 
q(XY) = q(X) q(Y) = y(Q) y( Q’) = y( Q Q’). Since by Theorem 2.1 R,,. has a 
normal basis 2 E R,,,[G,],,,, satisfying q(Z) = y( QQ ‘), Theorem 1.9 yields an 
isomorphism R,,, z R, . R,. of r,-Galois extensions. Thus 4 is a homomor- 
phism. It follows from Corollary 1.11 that Q E CA(R) if and only if R, is the 
trivial r,-Galois extension over R, hence kernel(4) coincides with CL(R). 0 
Corollary 3.4. Let i E { 1, . . . , p” - l} such that i#O mod p and let Q E C,(R). 
Then 
as R-algebras and 
as T,-Galois extensions over R. 
Proof. Let X E R,[G,],,,, be a normal basis of R, over R satisfying q(X) = 
y(Q). By Definition 1.4 we have T,,(X) = WAX. Let R,(i) be the R-algebra R, 
endowed with a new r,-action by setting 
r:(X) := a,X with j = i-’ in (ZIp”Z)* . 
Since ri(~,(X)) = q(aLX) = ozq(X) = a,q(X), q(X) is a normal basis of R,(i) 
over R satisfying q( y(X)) = y(vi( Q)). By Theorem 2.1 R,,,, has a normal basis 
Y satisfying q(Y) = y(v,( Q)). 
We therefore get from Theorem 1.9 an isomorphism 
of r,-Galois extensions over R. Since X’ is a normal basis Ra(i) satisfying 
q(X’) = y( Qi) and since R,, has a normal basis Z satisfying q(Z) = y( Q’), we get 
from Theorem 1.9 that 
R,(i) z R,, 
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as r,-Galois extensions over R. Theorem 3.3 yields an isomorphism R; s RQ, of 
r,-Galois extensions over R, completing the proof of Corollary 3.4. 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let n z-2. For Q E C,(R) set v,(Q) = Q,_,. Then Q,_, E 
C,,-,(R). 
If R,_, is the r,_,-Galois extension of R contained in R,, then there is an 
isomorphism 
R,,-, =RQ,-, 
of c, _ 1 -Galois extensions over R. 
Remark 3.6. Since C,_,(R) C C,(R) there is also a r,-Galois extension RVVcQ, 
over R. This r,-Galois extension necessarily has non-trivial idempotents whereas 
the r,_,-Galois extension R, may be connected. n 1 
Proof of Corollary 3.5. A similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.l(ii) 
shows that Q,_, E C,_,(R). 
By definition (at the beginning of Section 2), y = y,, depends on n. Recall that 
y 0 I;, = v,, 0 y. Since by Theorem 3.l(ii) 
as $,-r- Galois extensions of R, it suffices to show that R,(! _,) z R, _,te _ ,). n I, n 
Setting 
Q’ = r,(Q,~-,>r,,~,(Q,-,>-’ 7 
then Q’E C,_,(R). By Theorem 3.3 it suffices to show that R,. is the trivial 
r,_,-Galois extension over R. We are going to prove that there is (Y E 
R[ G,_ l]norm such that 
da) = Q’ . 
Then q(yn_,(cr)) = y,_,(Q’) hence R,. is trivial by Theorem 3.3. 
By (1) we have t, = t,_l mod P”-~. It follows from (5) that s,~ = s,-r mod p”-‘, 
hence (by definition of y,, and y,_,) 
Since 
tts, - ti_,s,_, = s,_, 
i 
tl, 
s 
-2- - t;_, 
s n-l 1 
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there is mj E (1, . . . , p”-‘} such that 
Q’ = ,(jj2 v~,,(Q;~,)*-~~'-') . 
j=O 
Lemma 0.1 therefore yields Q’ = q(a) with 
This completes the proof of the corollary. q 
Corollary 3.7. Let Q E C,(R) and Q, = v~~-I( Q). Then R, is connected if and 
only if rI(Ql># CY’ for all CY E R[G,],,,,. 
Proof. The Corollary follows from Theorem 3.1(i) and Corollaries 1.11 and 
3.5. 0 
It is well known, that H(R, r,) is a torsion group. This is easily seen with help 
of our Galois extension R, with Q E C,(R). 
Corollary 3.8. R,,n z Rgfl is the trivial r,-Galois extension over R. 
Proof. If XE R,[G,],,,, is a normal basis with q(X) = y(Q), then q(Xp”) = 
y(Qp”). Since (by Section 1) Xp” E R[G ] n norm, the corollary follows from 
Theorem 3.3. 0 
In Section 1 we defined the group 
C,(R) = IQ E R[G,I,,,, 13W E RtG,I..,, with q(W) = w(Q)} . 
We are going to study this group. 
The assumption that Q is a unit in R[G,] is necessary for the construction of a 
r,-Galois extension over R, since each Galois extension is a separable (or 
unramified) R-algebra. 
There is no restriction to assume that a unit Q in R[G,] is normalized, since 
Qv_,(Q)-’ and hence 
Q’ = (Qv_,(Q)-‘)‘p”+1)‘2 
is normalized. If Q is already normalized, then Q’ = (Q2)(p”+1)‘2 = Q”“Q; there- 
fore R, g R,, as r,-Galois extensions over R (by Corollary 3.8 and Theorem 
3.3). 
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For n = 1 we have 
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C,(R) = R[G,In,,, 1 
since q(x) = xp = w(x) for all x E R[Gr],,,, . 
For II 2 2 there is a problem to solve the equation q(W) = w(Q) in R[ G,],,,,. 
For this reason we use the decomposition 
R[G,I = T$[G,I @ k+, hAGn1 (31) 
where Q f, , . . , f, are the orthogonal idempotents in R[ G,] with r0 + cf, = 1, 
introduced in Section 1. Note that r,,R[G,] = v,,TTOR. 
Lemma 3.9. Let n 2 2 and p E R*. The R-algebra homomorphism 
vp :R[G,I-, R[G,I, 
dejined by ~,(a,,) = a,P has the following properties: 
(i) v,(f,_,)=f,forallk=2,...,n; 
(ii) Ker(v,) = f,R[G,]. In particular vplfkR,o,,, is injective for all k = 
1,. . . , n - 1; 
(iii) Let k E (2, . . . 4. If yEfk WZJ and y=v,(y) with r=r(k)=(p+ 
1) ‘lr-‘, then there is exactly one x E fkm 1 R[ G,] such that y = v,(x). 
Proof. (i) Follows from definition off,. 
p-i n-1 
(ii) By definition, we have f, = 1 - z-~_, where 7nmi = (l/p) c,=, aizp . For 
x E R[G,] we get from an easy computation 
?r ._,x=o e v,(x)=O. 
It follows that ker(v,) = {x E R[ G,] ) f,x = x} = f,R[G,]. 
(iii) Let p(k) = pnmk+‘. 
If y Ef,R[G,], then y =fky, hence y E ker(v,(,)) by (ii). We write y = 
cf:,’ yip,’ with yj E R. Since y E ker(v,(,,) it follows that 
zi := z0 yi+ipkml = 0 for i = 0, . . . , pk-’ - 1 . 
Since by assumption v,(y) = y it follows that v,~( y) = y for all m with 0 5 m < 
n-k+1 
P . 
By computation we therefore get 
Y r+mpk+’ = Y, 
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for all m 2 0 and for all i with p k i. It follows that 0 = zi = p(k)y, for all i with 
p ,/‘i, hence 
y = c yIpcr;jp . 
j=O 
Setting x =fk_l CTZ,‘-l y,Q . we get from (i) that V,,(X) =fky = y. Since 
vplfk_lR,c , is injective by (ii), we are done. 0 n 
Theorem 3.10. Let p be in R*. There is a group homomorphism 
g:R[G,l*+ C,(R) 
with the following properties: 
(a) The group homomorphism 
is surjective if R is connected; 
(b) g is functorial in R, i.e. for any ring homomorphism R+ R’ the induced 
diagram of groups 
W,I*~ C,(R) 
R'[G,]*% C,(R’) 
is commutative. 
Proof. There is a group homomorphism 
A’“: R[G,]*+ R[G ] n norm 2 T++(Tv_,(T)-~)(~~+‘)‘*. 
We shall show that there is a group homomorphism 
$: R[G,I,,rm-, C,(R) 
being functorial in R, such that the induced homomorphism 
~~R[G,I,,rm -+ C,(W~CXR) 
is surjective if R is connected. Setting g = $ Q N, the theorem then follows from 
Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 3.8. 
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If n = 1, then we ctnztake @ = id. Let n 2 2. 
Let r(k) = (p + 1)” . We define for k E (2, . . . , n} two group homomor- 
phisms 
gk, hk :~~G,Imm,,~ R[G,l,,r, 
by setting 
Let h, = id. 
We shall use the following properties of g, and h,: 
Assertion 1. Let k E (2, . . . , n>. 1.Y EfkR[G,]> then gk(y) E v,(fk~R[Gnl). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.9(iii) it suffices to show that v,( gk( y)) = gk( y). It is not hard 
to check that VT(v,,“-k(gk(y))) = vPp”-k(gk(y)). Since ~~~~kl~~~,~,,, is injective by 
Lemma 3.9(ii), it follows that v,(gk(y)) = g,(y). 0 
Assertion 2. For k = 1, . . , n there is j = j(k) E (Z/p”Z)* such that h,(u,) = CJ~. 
Proof. For k = 1 we have j = 1. By definition we have h,(a,,) = a: with 
pkm2-, P-i 
j = 1 + c r(2)” c r(k)‘( p - 1 - i) for k Z- 2 . 
m=O i=o 
Since r(k) = 1 mod p we have j = 1 mod p so that j is a unit in Z/p”Z. q 
We are going to define the group homomorphism 
Let T E WJ.,,,. We define S,_, Ef,_,R[G,],,.,, by setting 
y,(L) =f,g,(T)v,+,(v,(T))v-,(T). 
If II > 2, we recursively define S,_, Ef,_,R[G,J by setting 
~,(%A) =f,-k+lgn-k+l(Sn-k+,) fork = 2,. . , n - 1. 
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This equation uniquely determines S,_, Ef,_,R[G,] for k = 1, . . . , n - 1 since 
gn_k+l(Sn_k+l)~f,_kRIG,] by Assertion 1 and since ~,l~~_~~,~,, is injective by 
Lemma 3.9(ii). 
We now set 
Q, = (4 O. . ~“~*)(nL(~n-, 0. *~“~,)(vpm > 
W, = Qn(hn-lo.. AL,), 
Q, = WI = S, and Q,, = W, = m. . 
If y1> 2, we set 
Qk = (h, 0.. .oh,)(S,) and W, = Q,(h,-, 0.. *“h,)(S,l) 
fork=2,...,n-l.Then 
Q:=Q(T):=~ Qi and W=$? W, 
,=o i=O 
are in NGnIn,rm by (31), since Qi and W, are normalized. We are going to show 
the equation q(W) = w(Q). Since roq(W) = T, = Z-~TTOW(Q) it suffices by (31) to 
show the equations fkq( W) = fkw( Q) for all k = 1, . . . , n. 
Since 
and vpn-~lf~R,G,l is injective, we have f,q(W) = WY. 
Since v,~~l(f,w(Q)) = vpn-l(f,Qp) we have f,w(Q) = (Q)?, hence f,q(W) = 
f,w(Q). 
Since f,vp(Q) = v,(f,_,Q) = v,,(Q,-,) the equation fkq(W) = fkw(Q) is equi- 
valent to the equation 
Q,“v,+, (W,)W,“-’ = v,(Q,~,) for k = 2, . . , n . 
Setting 
M, = (hk-,~...ohl)(Sk) 
we have for k = 2, . . . , n - 1 
M 
Q: v,+l 
i’+‘~&+,(M,)) 
(wk’w’“-’ = h,(M,)v,+,(M,) 
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= gk(Mk) (by definition of h, and computation) 
= (h,_,o. * .“h,)(g,(S,)) 
= (h,_, 0. . .O h,)(v,(S,_,)) (by definition of S,) 
= y,(Qd (by definition of Q,_,) 
Similarly, setting M, = (h,_, 0.. -0 h,)(T) we have 
Q:~p+#YJW,p-l = gn(“n)fn 
~p+IKLlo. . . o h, )(q,(TN) 
(h _ 
n lo’ . +d(~,(TN 
= (hn-lo. 
= (h,_, 0 . . * ~h,)(v,(S,~_,)) (by definition of S,_,) 
= y,(Q,-,I. (by definition of Q,_,) 
We have proved that Q = Q(T) E C,(R) and $:R[G,],,.,,+ C,(R), T++ Q(T), 
is a group homomorphism being functorial in R. Note that Cc, does not commute 
with vP. We now assume that R is connected. 
It remains to show that the induced homomorphism F : R[G,],,.,,+ C,(R) 1 
CA(R) is surjective. Let Q E C,(R). We have to show that there is T E R[G,],,,, 
such that 
W)Q- E G(R) 
We define two group homomorphisms 
by setting 
and 
u(x) = xxp ~, (x) VP(X) 
p-1 
P”-Z-l 
4x> = +> c v++(x) c “r(2)“(,_p(x))P(p-1)‘2 . 
i=O m=O 
Let XE 4JGnInorln be a normal basis of R, over R satisfying q(X) = r(Q). 
Since r,(u(X)) = u(X) and T,(u(X)) = u(X), we have u(X) and u(X) in 
R[GnIn,rm~ It follows from Lemma 3.9(iii) that f,u(X) E v,(f,_,R[G,]). 
Let h := hn_lo. . .o h,. By Assertion 2 there is d E (Zlp”Z)* such that 
h(c;) = o-,, . 
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We now define 
T,, =f,u(Xd) and v,(T,_,) =f,u(Xd) . 
Ifn>2wesetT,=f,fork=l,...,n-2.Then 
k=l 
is uniquely defined by the above equations because of (31) and Lemma 3.9. 
Clearly, T is normalized. By definition of +(T) we get 
f,+(T) = k@(TNfnh(@N 
= h,(h(T))f,h(v,(T,-,)) 
= h,(h(U(X”>)>f,h(~(X”)). 
Setting K = h(Xd) we have h(u(Xd)) = u(K) and by computation 
Uh(4XdN) = hn(4K)) 
p-1 p”-2-1 
= u(K)Kp II v-r(njl(K) IT v,(*jm 
i=O ??Z=” 
= q(K)@-’ . 
If follows that 
f,+(T) =f,q(W =fnMXdN =f,hMQ"N . 
Let Q’ = h(y(Q”)). Then f,($(T)lQ’) = f,, hence RILcTj G R,, by Corollary 2.15 
and Theorem 3.3. 
We have 
= NqW?) 
d-v 
= q(a) with (Y = h(Xd)v_,(X) 
Since T,(CZ) = (Y by definition of d, it follows that LY E R[G,]. Theorem 3.3 
therefore yields R,. z R, hence ReCrj z R,. This implies by Theorem 3.3 that 
+(T)Q -’ E C;(R), completing the proof of Theorem 3.10. 0 
Theorem 3.10 yields a new proof of the following result: 
Corollary 3.11 (Saltman [lo, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 5.31). Let R be a EocaE 
ring and p E R*. For each ideal m in R the canonical homomorphism 
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H’(R, r,)+ H’(RIm, r,) ) AHA@~R/~, 
is surjective. 
Proof. Let A be a r,-Galois extension of R := R/m. Since H’(R, r,) = H(R, c) 
[l, Theorem 4.21, it follows from Theorem 3.10 that there is T E RIG,]* such 
that 
Since R[G,] is semilocal Y? can be lifted to a unit T in R[G,]. Setting A = Rg,Tl it 
follows that A @lK Rim G A. 0 
Remark 3.12. (i) Lifting problems for II = 1, 2 are also solved in [5, pp. 89-931. 
For n = 2 Corollary 3.11 is proved under the weaker assumption that p is a 
non-zero divisor in R. For n = 1 Corollary 3.11 is proved for an arbitrary prime p 
in R. 
(ii) In this paper we assume that p is an odd prime. As is shown in [lo, 
Theorem 5.111, Corollary 3.11 is false for p = 2. 
4. Connection with ordinary Kummer theory 
Let R be semilocal, connected and p E R* . As remarked in Section 1 we then 
have H(R, r,) = H’(R, r,). Let c be a primitive p”th root of unity contained in 
R. For a E R* we consider the R-algebra 
A = R[z] l(zp” - a) 
where z is an indeterminate. Letting Z = z mod (z’” - a), { 1, Z, . . , Fp”-‘} is a 
basis of A as an R-module. Setting 
where s, is defined by (3), the group r, acts as an automorphism group on A, and 
A is a r,-Galois extension with respect to this action. The correspondence 
a * R[z] /(zp” - a) induces a group isomorphism 
‘pI: R*IR*P” + ff’(R, r,) , 
[3, SGA 1, XI, 61. Since by Theorem 3.3 the correspondence Q ++ R, induces a 
group isomorphism 
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there exists a group isomorphism 7: C,(R) /CA(R)+ R* IR*P”, satisfying ‘pi of= 
92. 
Theorem 4.1. Let f : C,,(R)-+ R* be the composite 
C,(R)GC,(R)k C,(R):R* , 
where X1 is defined by XI(o,,) = 5, and I, is defined as in Section 0. 
(4 If QE C,(R) and X~R,[G,I,,,, is a normal basis of R, over R with 
q(X) = y(Q), then the R-module homomorphism 
V : R[z] l(zp” -f(Q))+ R, , 
defined by T(Z) = xl(XSn), is an isomorphism of r,-Galois extensions over R. 
(b) f induces a group isomorphism 
f: C,(R)IC;(R)+ R* IR*Pn 
such that ‘pl of= (p2. 
Proof. (a) ?P is an R-algebra homomorphism since f(Q) = Xl(Z,( y( Q))) = 
XI(f,(q(X))) = x,(XSnp”) by Lemma 0.1. Y’ is r,-linear, since ~(T,(Z)) = 
V?( J%) = [““V(F) and r,(q(Z)) = r,(X1(XSn)) = X,(r,(X))‘” = xi(o,X)“” = 
{“YP(_q. 
We have proved that P is a homomorphism of r,-Galois extensions over R and 
hence an isomorphism by [l, Theorem 3.41. 
(b) Since f is the composite of multiplicative maps f is a group homomorphism. 
If Q E C:(R), then there is (Y E R[G,],,,, such that 
f(Q) =x,(hz(r(Q))) = xl(L(q(a))) = (x&+))~~ 
by Lemma 0.1, whence f(Q) E R*‘“. Conversely, if f( Q) = pp” for some p E R*, 
then R[z] l(z?” -f(Q)) zV R, is the trivial r,-Galois extension over R, hence 
Q E CL(R) by Theorem 3.3. Let a E R*. Then R[z]I(.?‘” - a) is a r,-Galois 
extension over R. By Theorem 3.3 there is Q E C,(R) such that R, F 
R[z] l(z’” - a). We therefore get from (a) that R[t]/(zP” - a) z R[z] i(zp” - 
f(Q), hence a =f(Q)p’” for some p E R*. 
It follows from (a) that ‘pl of= (p2. 0 
Example 4.2. Let n = 1 and Q E C,(R). Then R, has a normal basis X E 
Ro[ Gl]no,m such that 
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Xp = q(X) = r(Q) . 
Let p = 5 and R = Q( <), where l is a primitive 5th root of unity. Setting 
with Ti=$(1+2$‘+5~2’+~~“‘+~~4’) for i=1,...,4 and T,,=-c:=, T,, 
then Q E C,(R) = R]G,l,,,,. We are going to show that R, does not possess a 
normal basis Y, satisfying Yp = Q. Thus we cannot drop the map y in Theorem 
2.1. 
Suppose R, has a normal basis YE Rg[G,],,,, such that Yp = Q. Then, using 
similar arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.1(a) along with Corollary 3.4, and 
observing that I, = id, we see that for j = 1, . . . ,4 
R, z R[z] /(zp - xj( Q)) as R-algebras 
where xi is defined by q(a,) = <‘. S ince x,(Q) =2, x,(Q) =5, x3(Q) = 4, 
x,(Q) = 4, and R(21’s)jfR(51’5), we have a contradiction. 
5. Z,-extensions 
Let Z,, be the additive group of p-adic integers, and let r be a topological group 
isomorphic to Z, and written multiplicatively. The group 
is cyclic of order p” and we write as before 
ly, = (7-i (i = 0, . . ) p” - l} 
Let R be connected and p E R*. In this section we study infinite towers of rings 
R=R,CR,c...cR,=UR n 3 
n 20 
where R, is a r,-Galois extension with normal basis over R. If R, is connected, 
then R, is called a I?,-extension; in this case rz Z, is the group of all 
automorphisms of R, leaving R elementwise fixed and RL = R. Z,-extensions of 
number fields are studied in [ll, Section 131. 
Proposition 5.1. Let R be connected and 
R=R,CR,c...CR,= I_, R, 
nr0 
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be a tower of r,-Galois extensions R, over R. Then R, is connected if and only if 
R, is connected. In particular, if R is a jield, then R, is a field if and only if R, is a 
field. 
Proof. If n > 0 and R, is connected, then R,+l is connected by [8, p. 2801. (The 
global assumption in [a], that R is semilocal is not used on p. 280.) Hence R, must 
be connected if R, is connected. The converse is obvious. 0 
Setting 
G, = {(T E Hom,,,,(T, a=*) 1 a(z) = 1 Vz E rp”} , 
we obtain an infinite chain of groups 
1 = G, C G, C.. . C G, = Hom,,,,(T, @*) , 
where G, is cyclic of order p” for all n. We choose a sequence (a, E G,),,. such 
that Us generates G, and 
~,(a,+,) = a, for n 20. (32) 
If we restrict the R-algebra homomorphism 
up :R[G,+,I* R[G,I > 
defined by ~,(a,+,) = (T,P+~, to the group RIG,+l],,,,, we get a group homomor- 
phism R[G,,+,],,,,+ R[G,],,_, which we also denote by v,,. 
Lemma 5.2. Let R be a commutative ring and p E R*. Then the group homomor- 
phi;? vP : R[G,+,],,,, -+ R[G,],,,, is surjective. More precisely, if a(“) = 
cr=, (Y,(T,’ E R[G,l.,,,,, then 
is normalized and satisfies v~(cx(“~~)) = CX(“! 
Proof. It follows from (32) that ~,,(a(“~‘)) = a@). We have v”(Lu(“+‘)) = 
Cp,“;’ (Y, = v”(cx@)) = 1, since a@) is normalized. It remains to prove that 
a( n+l)v_l(LY(n+‘)) = 1 . 
We have 
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Since (Y @IV_ 1 (a @‘) = 1 it follows that 
pn-1 
CQ 
0 forrf0 
k+rffk = 
k = 0 1 for r = 0 
hence U, = (1 ip)( c CL:, g,,“p”). 
We have 
It follows that (Y~‘+‘)Y_,((Y ‘“+“)=U,+v,,+V_,(v,,)+w,~=1. 0 
Remark 5.3. If we restrict vp to the subgroup C,+,(R) of R[ G,z+,],O,m (defined in 
Section l), then the resulting homomorphism vp : C,+,(R)-+ C,(R) need not to 
be surjective. We shall prove that the existence of a sequence (Q, E C,(R)),,, 
such that Q, = 1;1( Q,, ,) for all y1 and R,, is connected, is necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of a L,,-extension over R where each R,, has a normal basis over 
R. 
Proposition 5.4 (Lifting normal bases under 
p E R* and let 
R=R,cR,c...cR,= u Rn 
IIZZO 
vp). Let R be a commutative ring, 
be a tower of r,-Galois extensions R, having a normal basis over R. Then there is a 
sequence (X’“’ E R,[G,],,,,),,, where each X’“’ is a normal basis of R, over R 
satisfying 
X’“’ zz vp((x(“+‘)) . 
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Proof. By Proposition 1.7 each R, has a normalized normal basis over R. 
If n = 1 and XC*) E RZ[G21norm is a normal basis of R, over R, then 
X(l) := v,(X”‘) is a normal basis of R, over R by Lemma 1.5 and it is 
normalized. Assume that there is a normal basis XCk) E Rk[Gklnorm of R, over R 
for all k = 1, . . , n, satisfying XCkp” = v,(X’“‘) for 2 4 k 5 n. 
Let Y@+‘) E R,,+l[G,+I],,,, be a normal basis of R,,, over R. Then 
Y’“) := v~(Y(‘+‘)) E R,[G,],,,, is a normal basis of R, over R by Lemma 1.5. 
Setting 
$4 
a(n) = - 
yw ’ 
we have by Definition 1.1 
T&P)) = %X@) - ,(n) 
unY(") ’ 
hence a@) E R,[ G,],,,, . By Lemma 5.2 there is aCn+l) E RIG,+I],,,, such that 
v$ 
(n+l)) = I. Setting X(n+l) = ~~(~+l)y(~+l), we get v~(X(,+‘)) = my = 
X’“’ and ~~+i(x(~+‘)) = o(n+l)~n+lYn+l = u,,+,X(~+~), hence XCnil) is the desired 
normal basis of R,,, over R. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let R be connected and p E R*. If 
R=R,CR,C...cR,= u R, 
n>O 
is a tower of r,-Galois extensions R, with normal basis over R, then there is a 
sequence (Q, E C,(R)),,, such that 
Q, = v,,b<Q,+,> and 4, =RR, 
n 
as r,-Galois extensions for all n. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.4 we can choose a sequence (X’“’ E R,[G,],,,,),I, of 
normal bases of R, over R such that X’“’ = v~((X(“+~)) for all II. 
Set Q, = q(X’“‘) for n 2 1, then Q, E C,(R) by Proposition 1.8 and 
v,(Q,+,) = Q,. By Theorem 2.1 R, has a normal basis Y’“’ E R, [G,],,,, 
satisfying q( Y’“‘) = y,( Q,). S’ mce CRUX’“‘) is a normal basis of R,” over R 
satisfying q(-yn(X’“))) = ‘y,( Q,), it follows from Theorem 1.9 that there is an 
isomorphism R, G R, as r,-Galois extensions over R. 0 n 
As is shown in the following theorem, the converse to Theorem 5.5 is also true: 
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Theorem 5.6. Let R be connected and p E R”. If (Q, E C,(R)),,, is a sequence 
with Q, = vP( Q,,,) for all n, then there is a tower 
R= R,CR,C---CR,= UR, 
1120 
of r,-Galois extensions over R such that R, z R, for all n. In particular, each R, 
has a normal basis over R and is uniquely (ui to isomorphisms of r,-Galois 
extensions) determined by Q, . 
Proof. By Corollary 3.5 there is an injective R-algebra homomorphism 
fn-,,n:R,n_1+R8, fornr2. 
We define for n 2 2 and k 5 n R-algebra homomorphisms fk.n: RPI:+ RQn by 
setting L, .,, = id and fk,n = fn_l,nOfnp2,n_, 0. . .~f~,~+, for k< n. Then all fk,,, are 
injective R-algebra homomorphisms satisfying fk,,, = f.,, 0 fk,i for k 5 i 5 n. Hence 
(RQn, fk,n) is a directed system of R-algebras and the direct limit 
R,:= lim R, d n 
exists. R, has the following property. For each n 2 1 there is an injective 
R-algebra homomorphism ‘p, : RQn + R, such that, defining 
we have R, c R, , whenever k 5 n, ‘p, ( fk,n (x)) = (pk(x) for all n E RQk , k I n and 
R, = Unz, R,. 
Setting ~,(cp,(x)) = CP,(T,(X)) for all x E R,“, we get an isomorphism RQn s R, 
of qz-Galois extensions over R. The last statement in Theorem 5.6 follows from 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.3. q 
Corollary 5.7. (a) Let R be connected and p E R”. Then there is a Z,-extension 
over R such that each R, has a normal basis over R if and only if there is a 
sequence ( Q, f C,,(R)),,, such that Q, = v,( Q,, + I ) for all n and R,, is connected. 
(b) Let R be a local ring and p E R* . Then there is a Z, -extension over R if and 
only if there is a sequence (Q, E C,(R)),=, such that Q, = v,( Q,,,,) for all n and 
RQ1 is connected. 
Proof. (a) follows from Proposition 5.2 and Theorems 5.5 and 5.6. 
(b) Follows from (a), since each cl-Galois extension over a locai ring has a 
normal basis, as remarked in Section 1 (or by [l, Theorem 4.2(c)]). 0 
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When studying Z,-extensions R, one usually ignores the r-action on R,, and 
two Z,-extensions are considered the same if they are isomorphic as R-algebras. 
Example 5.8. Let R = Q be the field of rational numbers. It is known that there is 
exactly one Z,-extension Q, over Q, the so called cyclotomic Z!,-extension of Q 
(see [ll]). We choose a sequence (a, E Gn)__, such that a, generates G, and 
u” = v,(u~+,) for all n. Then crE E C,(Q) by Section 1, and QU1 is a field. The 
sequence (a, E C,(Q)),,, therefore determines Q!,. 
Let K be a number field. It is known that there are at least r2 + 1 independent 
Z,-extensions over K, where 2r, is the number of non-real embeddings K 4 Cc 
[ll, Theorem 13.41. It would be an interesting task to determine the sequences 
(Q, E C,(K)),,, for these Z,-extensions of K. 
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